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Villin is one of the major cytoskeleton proteins that bind to actin. It is localized to some specific tissues like the microvilli of 
intestine and kidney [1]. Some of the cell types present in the unorganized brush border in the pancreatic and bile duct also have 
villin, although at very low concentration. These cells help in the absorption process exactly similar to functional microvilli of 
intestine and kidney. Villin is also expressed in intestinal cells of the embryo [2]. Villin belongs to a large class of actin regulating 
proteins. Regulation of the actin filaments is performed by actin binding proteins. These proteins assist the sequestration of actin 
monomers, severing and cross-linking of filaments, and cover their ends [3]. In humans, the villin is encoded by two mRNAs of 
dissimilar lengths and surprisingly, the coding region of their cDNAs shows no difference.
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Mutation in a single nucleotide of a gene has the potential to change the structure and/or function of its protein. Albeit simply saying, it 
is not observed to be a general phenomenon. The effect of mutation is primarily determined by the stereochemical nature of the amino 
acid which has replaced the previous amino acid, resulting in the residue location being affected. Here we show that despite a change 
in the frequency of occurrence of a particular amino acid in a particular protein in different types of organisms, the overall function 
of the protein can still remain unaffected, even when the resultant protein conformation is relatively altered. Phylogenetic trees were 
constructed for the proteins belonging to the same family on the basis of the sequences extracted from protein structures. Variation in 
the percentage of every existing amino acid of each of the considered protein is further calculated. In contrast to this sequence based 
mutual comparison of proteins, structural comparison is also computed in terms of standard TM_Score and alteration in the count of 
structurally similar residues falling within the 5Å distance deviation. The functional and structural role of an evolutionary alteration or 
mutation in a protein sequence and its concomitant effect on the protein structure is thus analyzed.
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In culture conditions, the mRNA expression level is also found to be similar in differentiated intestinal cells and the villin expressing 
microvillus tissues [4]. Here begins the interesting aim of our study to depict the amino acids which show evolutionary changes or 
evolve more often in a protein. We also screen the amino acids which normally remain conserved in a protein and thus define its 
peculiar conformation. We have studied the effect of evolutionary alterations in the frequency of occurrence of amino acids on its 
respective protein structure. For computational ease and small size, we have selected the Villin Headpiece as our model protein. 
Furthermore, as it is naturally available in most of the organisms, the application of this study can be extended to a wide range of 
organisms.

Villin
Villin protein structure consists of seven domains, six of which are present on the N-terminal and one domain is present on the 
C-terminal. Six N-terminal domains make up the N- terminal core and the C-terminal domain constitutes the villin Headpiece 
[5,6].

A short fragment of amino acid residues is repeated six times in the N-terminal core, with each domain sharing a repeat [7].These 
structurally similar repeats are present in all actin-severing proteins viz. gelsolin, fragmin and severin [7]. The Headpiece engulfing 
the C-terminal domain does not show significant sequence similarity with other regions of the villin [7]. Both C and N-terminal 
core engulf actin and calcium binding sites [5,6]. The Headpiece is believed to be evolved by a recombination event between 
gelsolin and some other actin binding protein genes. These genes are believed to be synapsin-I (an acting bundling protein present 
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in the synaptic vesicles), as it shares significant homology with the Headpiece [8]. Villin structure and function is related to two 
groups of proteins, one consisting of a bundling protein Quail (found in drosophila) and protovillin (found in Dictyostelium), and 
the other group including gelsolin and scinderin proteins found in higher eukaryotes [9,10], whereas fragmin and severin proteins 
are normally found in lower eukaryotes [11,12]. The first group of proteins encodes seven domains, as in the case of villin, and the 
second group represents the domain arrangement exactly similar to villin core [13]. 
The 76 residue long villin Headpiece (HP) is also present in many other actin bundling proteins [14,15]. It is furthermore intriguing 
to observe that removal of first 9 residues from C-terminal domain results in the construct, normally represented as HP-67, 
and this partial truncation does not affect the overall function and stability of the HP Protein [15,16]. Furthermore, this HP-67 
structure consists of two Sub-Domains (SD), one present at the N-terminal and the other one localized at the C-terminal. The latter 
35 residue SD consists of 3 helices forming a hydrophobic core and is generally represented as HP-35 [16,17]. This HP-35 is one of 
the shortest, naturally occurring proteins to show cooperative and rapid folding probably due to its relatively short size engulfing 
high helical content [16,18,19]. Also quite noteworthy, three phenylalanine residues partly stabilize this conformation [20] and the 
evolutionary conserved TRP64 additionally plays a major role in its interaction with F-actin [21].

It is also well known that the villin protein is associated with actin bundling, severing, nucleation and capping, which regulate the 
actin filaments. Villin due to N-terminal half of its core, is found to severe actin filaments under high calcium concentrations [22]. 
Such actin binding sites are present on both N-terminal and C-terminal, the former being regulated in calcium dependent manner 
while the latter one shows a calcium independent activity. When the calcium concentration is more than 10-4 M, villin severing 
activity produces short filaments by acting upon F-actin.

Conversely, at lower concentration range of 10-7 to 10-6 M, villin prevents elongation of actin filaments by capping whereas at 
substantially lower concentration (lesser than 10-7 M) it shows the bundling activity [23]. Unlike the severing activity, bundling 
activity of villin is normally balanced by other in-vivo proteins [23]. Similarly, phosphorylation of tyrosine residue in villin results 
in its decreased affinity for F- actin, decrease in nucleation activity and substantial increase in its severing action [24]. There is yet 
another interesting aspect of villin structure. It is cleaved by trypsin into two fragments, one encompassing domain1 to domain3 
and the other one encoding domain4 to domain7. These fragments inclusive of the referred SDs are respectively known as 44T and 
51T [7]. Here the presence of calcium is very important. In presence of calcium, the proteolytic cleavage between domain2 and 
domain3 is inhibited and such cleavage stays unchallenged in the presence of EGTA (Ethylene Glycol Tetra Acetic acid). It could 
be probably due to alteration in the N-terminal segment conformation in the presence of calcium [7].

Materials and Methods
The overview of strategy employed in our research is represented as a Flowchart in Figure 1.

Protein structures related to villin HP and SD were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). A total of 32 PDB files were 
downloaded and their structural records were converted to FASTA format through an in-house PERL script. These structures 
were then divided into three groups according to their encoded count of amino acids. These structures along with their FASTA 
sequences with around 67 residues were categorized as “villin Headpiece” (Group HP) (1QQVA, 1QZPA, 1UJSA, 1YU5X, 1YU7X, 
1YU8X, 1ZV6A, 2K6MS, 2K6NA, 2RJVA, 2RJWA, 2RJXA, 2RJYA, 3MYAA, 3MYCA, 3MYEX and 3NKJA). Similarly the structure 
and sequence files with around 35 residues were classified as “villin Sub-domain” (Group SD) (1UNCA, 1UNDA, 1VIIA, 1WY3A, 
1WY4A, 1YRFA, 1YRIA, 2JM0A, 2PPZA, 3IURA, 3TJWA, 3TRVA, 3TRWA and 3TRYA). The lastly considered group comprised 
of substantially bigger villin structure (3FG7) with 398 amino acids, which was thus excluded from our sequence and structural 
comparison with other considered structures. Similarly, 3IURA was also removed from the SD group, as it encodes three chains A, 
B and C with 684, 6 and 5 amino acids respectively and that is nowhere comparable to the default chosen set size of 34-36 amino 
acids encoded in all the aforementioned SD structures. So finally, a total count of 30 structures (17 for HP and 13 for SD) were 
considered for further analysis.

Extracting the required protein data

Structural FASTA information extracted from the selected HP and SD structures was employed to construct 3 phylogeny trees 
(One each for HP, SD and one for both of them) using an online tool. For its custom support and ease of usage, we preferably 
employed this online server and it made the analysis quite handy. These phylogeny trees are well illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 
4 respectively. Through these trees, mutual evolutionary distances among the selected structures were manually computed, as 
enlisted in tables 1, 3 and 4 respectively.

Phylogenetic tree construction and distance calculation

Here, we computed the percentage of structurally encoded amino acids in each of the selected protein, through an in-house PERL 
script with the consideration of modified amino acid entries (Heteroatom) as the normal residues. The heteroatom consideration 
allowed us to unanimously exploit and extrapolate specific amino acid position and availability for all the considered evolutionarily 
linked protein structures. It further resulted in data showing the percentage of every amino acid encoded in HP and SD structures, 
as represented in Table 5 and 6.

Amino acid percentage encoded in each structure
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It also allowed us to screen the evolutionarily selected and variant amino acids (represented as boldface in the tables), with the 
arbitrarily selected threshold difference of more than 0.2 percent against the respective average data. To compare the percentage 
of every encoded amino acid and the structural similarity of compared proteins, we further considered the proteins as per their 
source organism. Through this analysis, we obtained the percentage difference of amino acids across different species, as enlisted 
in Table 2. To compare our results with the percentage of amino acids generally available in naturally occurring proteins, Table 7 
was constructed through the premier information resources [25-27].

Other than the sequence based phylogeny tree distance deviations among the considered proteins for each of the HP and SD 
group, we also calculated their TM_Score and GDT residues (Global Displacement Test residue within the 5Å distance deviation 
from the other considered structurally equivalent residue) through TM-Align tool of Zhang’s lab. The TM_Score and GDT residue 
percentage data thus obtained is enlisted in Tables 8 and 9 respectively for HP and SD group proteins.

Calculation of TM_Score and the percentage of GDT residues

Figure 1: Flowchart representing the overview of the complete methodology used in the research.
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Considering all the selected proteins encoding Headpiece domain of the Villin structure, we constructed a phylogenetic tree 
(Figure 2). This snapshot illustrates the evolutionary link between the considered HP structures, and it was used to calculate 
mutual evolutionary distances amongst the selected structures (Table 1). As per Figure 2, 1QZPA and 1ZV6A are close to each 
other and the same is referred by their distance value enlisted in Table 1. Contrary to it, 1QZPA and 1UJSA lie far apart in the 
tree and so their evolutionary distance should be more than that of 1QZPA-1ZV6A, as clearly observed in Table 1. Similarly, the 
2K6MS-2K6NA distance is zero and these structures are expected to be evolutionarily very close, which was clearly observed in 
the tree shown in Figure 2. Such evolutionary distance analysis can be uniformly applied to all the structures (2RJVA to 1YU7X), 
as shown in Figure 2. Considering the source organism information for these structures (as listed in Table 2), we see that Homo 
sapiens sequences are mutually closer compared to their correlation against Gallus gallus.

Results
Phylogenetic tree and distance for Headpiece

Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree for Headpiece.

1YU7X3MYEX2RJYA1QQVA3NKJA2RJXA1YU8X1YU5X3MYCA3MYAA2RJWA2RJVA2K6NA2K6MS1UJSA1ZV6A1QZPAPHYO_DIST 
HP

0.82470.84380.84380.84380.82410.84380.824320.84380.822640.822640.841880.841880.003320.003320.07480.0205701QZPA

0.845270.864370.864370.864370.844670.864370.844890.864370.843210.843210.862450.862450.017250.017250.0953701ZV6A

0.74990.7690.7690.7690.74930.7690.749520.7690.747840.747840.767080.767080.078120.0781201UJSA

0.828020.847120.847120.847120.827420.847120.827280.847120.825960.825960.84520.8452002K6MS

0.828020.847120.847120.847120.827420.847120.827280.847120.825960.825960.84520.845202K6NA

0.017180.001920.001920.001920.017780.001920.017560.001920.019240.01924002RJVA

0.017180.001920.001920.001920.017780.001920.017560.001920.019240.0192402RJWA

0.002060.021160.021160.021160.001460.021160.001680.02116003MYAA

0.002060.021160.021160.021160.001460.021160.001680.0211603MYCA

0.01910000.019700.0194801YU5X

0.000380.019480.019480.019480.000220.0194801YU8X

0.01910000.019702RJXA

0.00060.01970.01970.019703NKJA

0.01910001QQVA

0.0191002RJYA

0.019103MYEX

01YU7X

Table 1: Phylogenetic distances for Headpiece.
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Table 2: Amino acid percentage distribution according to the source of PDB files.

For Headpiece distance analysis, the selected SD structures were also scrutinized through their phylogenetic tree information 
(Figure 3) which further resulted in their mutual distance matrix, as shown in Table 3. As shown in Figure 3, 1UNDA is closer 
to 1UNCA than 3TJWA, and it implies that 1UNDA-3TJWA might have evolved much more than 1UNCA-3TJWA, as correctly 
shown in Table 3.

Phylogenetic tree and distance for Sub-domain

Similarly 1UNDA, 2JM0A are closely placed in Figure 3, and are thus minimally deviant in Table 3. It also shows that 3TJWA, 
3TRYA, 1YRFA, 3TRVA and 1YRIA have evolved almost to same extent and so their mutual distance should be less, as shown 
in Table 3. Like the aforementioned source organism analysis for HP structures, here also sequences from the same species have 
showed lower mutual evolutionary distance when correlated with different species.

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeuGallus 
gallus

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4321QQVA

02.7775.55511.1115.5552.77705.5555.5555.5555.55513.888002.7772.7775.5552.7778.33313.8881VIIA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4321YU5X

04.6874.6877.8121.56201.5623.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81214.0621YU7X

03.1254.68757.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.259.37514.0621YU8X

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.4921.4922.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJVA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.4921.4922.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJWA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJXA

04.6874.6877.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.684.6876.257.81214.0622RJYA

04.4774.4778.9551.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4323MYAA

04.6874.6879.3751.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.375006.254.6874.6876.257.81214.0623MYCA

04.6876.257.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81212.53MYEX

04.6876.257.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81212.53NKJA

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeuHomo 
sapiens

08.8235.8825.8824.4111.4702.9411.4708.8232.9412.94110.2941.4701.4707.3522.9415.8825.8825.88213.2351QZPA

011.3639.0904.5452.2722.2724.5453.4097.9543.4094.5455.6811.1362.2723.4094.54510.2274.5453.40911.3631UJSA

08.8235.8825.8824.4111.4702.9411.47010.2942.9412.94110.2941.4701.4707.3522.9414.4115.8825.88213.2351ZV6A

1.4922.9852.9854.4772.9851.4924.4771.4927.4628.9552.98510.44702.9857.4624.47702.98510.44719.4032K6MS

1.4922.9852.9854.4772.9851.4924.4771.4927.4628.9552.98510.44702.9857.4624.47702.98510.44719.4032K6NA

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu

Synthetic 
construct 

(Homo 
sapiens)

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85708.5715.7142.8572.85711.42802.8575.7145.7145.714011.42811.4281UNCA

02.77711.11111.1112.7772.7772.77711.1115.5552.777011.11102.7772.7772.7775.5555.5555.55511.1111UNDA

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeuSynthetic 
construct

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85711.4282.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57117.1421WY3A

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85711.4282.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57117.1421WY4A

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2851YRFA

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2851YRIA

017.1425.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7145.7140002.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2852JM0A

02.7772.77711.1115.5552.77705.5555.5555.5555.55513.888002.7772.7775.5552.7778.33316.662PPZA

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu

Synthetic 
construct 

(Gallus 
gallus)

02.9415.8828.8232.9412.94105.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.9418.82314.7053TJWA

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2853TRVA

02.9415.8828.8232.941005.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.94111.76414.7053TRWA

02.9415.8828.8232.9412.94105.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.9418.82314.7053TRYA
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Figure 3: Phylogenetic tree for Sub-domain.

1WY4A1WY3A1YRIA3TRWA3TRVA1YRFA2PPZA1VIIA2JM0A3TRYA3TJWA1UNCA1UNDAPHYLO_
DIST SD

0.186370.186370.235460.186310.235460.235460.141250.189550.000050.235460.235460.137901UNDA

0.048470.048470.097560.048410.097560.097560.003350.051650.137950.097560.0975601UNCA

0.049090.0490900.04915000.094210.045910.23551003TJWA

0.049090.0490900.04915000.094210.045910.2355103TRYA

0.186420.186420.235510.186360.235510.235510.14130.189602JM0A

0.003180.003180.045910.003240.045910.045910.048301VIIA

0.045120.045120.094210.045060.094210.0942102PPZA

0.049090.0490900.04915001YRFA

0.049090.0490900.0491503TRVA

0.000060.000060.0491503TRWA

0.049090.0490901YRIA

001WY3A

01WY4A

Table 3: Phylogenetic distances for Sub-domain.

Besides considering the HP and SD distance analysis individually, we also employed them together for constructing the phylogenetic 
tree (Figure 4), and its distance data is enlisted as Table 4. Here it is interesting to note that some of the SD entities are evolutionarily 
closer to the HP structures. Other than the shifted tree localization and the minor mutual distance deviations of these structures, 
caused due to consideration of more files, the overall outcome is similar as reported.

Phylogenetic tree and distance for Headpiece + Sub-domain



Figure 4: Phylogenetic tree for Headpiece + Sub-domain.
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2K6NA2K6MS1QQVA3NKJA2RJVA2RJXA2RJWA3MYAA2JM0A3MYEX3MYCA2PPZA1UJSA1ZV6A1QZPA
PHYLO_

DIST 
HP+SD

0.005390.005390.381860.302480.381860.381860.381860.381860.078460.381860.381860.303660.030010.0733801QZPA

0.067990.067990.455240.375860.455240.455240.455240.455240.151840.455240.455240.377040.0433701ZV6A

0.024620.024620.411870.332490.411870.411870.411870.411870.108470.411870.411870.3336701UJSA

0.309050.309050.07820.001180.07820.07820.07820.07820.22520.07820.078202PPZA

0.387250.3872500.0793800000.3034003MYCA

0.387250.3872500.0793800000.303403MYEX

0.083850.083850.30340.224020.30340.30340.30340.303402JM0A

0.387250.3872500.0793800003MYAA

0.387250.3872500.079380002RJWA

0.387250.3872500.07938002RJXA

0.387250.3872500.0793802RJVA

0.307870.307870.0793803NKJA

0.387250.3872501QQVA

002K6MS

02K6NA

2RJYA1YU7X1YRIA1YRFA1WY4A1WY3A3TJWA3TRWA3TRYA3TRVA1VIIA1YU5X1YU8X1UNCA1UNDA
PHYLO_

DIST 
HP+SD

0.381860.311780.309640.309640.229470.229470.309640.229440.309640.309640.381860.381860.381860.309910.073291QZPA

0.455240.385160.383020.383020.302850.302850.383020.302820.383020.383020.455240.455240.455240.383290.000091ZV6A

0.411870.341790.339650.339650.259480.259480.339650.259450.339650.339650.411870.411870.411870.339920.043281UJSA

0.07820.008120.005980.005980.074190.074190.005980.074220.005980.005980.07820.07820.07820.006250.376952PPZA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455153MYCA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455153MYEX

0.30340.233320.231180.231180.151010.151010.231180.150980.231180.231180.30340.30340.30340.231450.151752JM0A

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455153MYAA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455152RJWA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455152RJXA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455152RJVA

0.079380.00930.007160.007160.073010.073010.007160.073040.007160.007160.079380.079380.079380.007430.375773NKJA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220000.071950.455151QQVA

0.387250.317170.315030.315030.234860.234860.315030.234830.315030.315030.387250.387250.387250.31530.06792K6MS

0.387250.317170.315030.315030.234860.234860.315030.234830.315030.315030.387250.387250.387250.31530.06792K6NA

0.455150.385070.382930.382930.302760.302760.382930.302730.382930.382930.455150.455150.455150.383201UNDA

0.071950.001870.000270.000270.080440.080440.000270.080470.000270.000270.071950.071950.0719501UNCA

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.072220001YU8X

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.07222001YU5X

00.070080.072220.072220.152390.152390.072220.152420.072220.0722201VIIA

0.072220.00214000.080170.0801700.0802003TRVA

0.072220.00214000.080170.0801700.080203TRYA

0.152420.082340.08020.08020.000030.000030.080203TRWA

0.072220.00214000.080170.0801703TJWA

0.152390.082310.080170.08017001WY3A

0.152390.082310.080170.0801701WY4A

0.072220.00214001YRFA

0.072220.0021401YRIA

0.0700801YU7X

02RJYA

Table 4: Phylogenetic distances for Headpiece + Sub-domain.
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After all this mutual distance calculation for HP proteins, we calculated the percentage availability of amino acids in the selected 
structures (Table 5). Here the AVG row represents the average occurrence of a specific residue in all the selected structures and the 
boldface values are the structural entries with an arbitrary difference of more than 0.2 compared to the average (AVG) value of that 
amino acid. These boldface entries therefore represent the structures showing a significant difference in the available percentage 
of an amino acid compared to its average value. The total count of such boldface structures can thus be used to calculate the 
percentage of amino acid residues (shown as aa% change), that have got significantly altered in the selected HP structures. This 
analysis can then be plotted to yield Figure 5(a) and 5(b) respectively, representing the average percentage and percentage change 
for each of the amino acid. This analysis further reveals that leucine is eminently available in each HP structure, and is orderly 
followed by lysine, glutamic acid, alanine, phenylalanine, aspartic acid, proline, valine, asparagine, arginine, glycine, threonine, 
serine, glutamine, methionine, tryptophan, tyrosine, histidine, isoleucine and cysteine. Another glance at Figure 5(b) shows one 
interesting aspect that evolutionary variation amongst the selected structures has preferentially employed certain specific residues 
viz. valine, threonine, proline, isoleucine, lysine, asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamine, phenylalanine, glycine and arginine, as their 
available percentage is significantly altered in each of the selected HP structure. Another fold of this analytical story implies that 
the frequency of occurrence of tryptophan is kept majorly unaltered and the percentage of amino acids is mostly repeated in a 
similar pattern across different HP structures.

Percentage of Headpiece encoded amino acid residues

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu
HP 

amino 
acid%

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4321QQVA

08.8235.8825.8824.4111.4702.9411.4708.8232.9412.94110.2941.4701.4707.3522.9415.8825.8825.88213.2351QZPA

011.3639.0904.5452.2722.2724.5453.4097.9543.4094.5455.6811.1362.2723.4094.54510.2274.5453.40911.3631UJSA

04.6874.6877.8121.56201.5623.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81214.0621YU7X

03.1254.6877.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.259.37514.0621YU8X

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4321YU5X

08.8235.8825.8824.4111.4702.9411.47010.2942.9412.94110.2941.4701.4707.3522.9414.4115.8825.88213.2351ZV6A

1.4922.9852.9854.4772.9851.4924.4771.4927.4628.9552.98510.44702.9857.4624.47702.98510.44719.4032K6MS

1.4922.9852.9854.4772.9851.4924.4771.4927.4628.9552.98510.44702.9857.4624.47702.98510.44719.4032K6NA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.4921.4922.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJVA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.4921.4922.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJWA

04.4774.4777.4621.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.4471.49207.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4322RJXA

04.6874.6877.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81214.0622RJYA

04.4774.4778.9551.4921.49202.9857.4627.4625.97010.447007.4625.9704.4775.9707.46213.4323MYAA

04.6874.6879.3751.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.375006.254.6874.6876.257.81214.0623MYCA

04.6876.257.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81212.53MYEX

04.6876.257.8121.5621.56203.1257.8127.8126.259.3751.56206.254.6874.6876.257.81212.53NKJA

0.1755.2004.9967.0572.0821.4681.4072.7057.8616.9915.2779.7700.9620.6576.7834.9014.4415.6237.60414.028AVG

11.76410010010094.11711.76482.3510058.82310010010094.11710010010058.82310064.70576.470aa% 
change

Table 5: Percentage of amino acid residues for Headpiece.

Figure 5: (a) Graph for the average occurrence of amino acid residues in HP structures (b) Percentage variation in occurrence of amino acid 
residues in HP structures.
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Exactly like the aforementioned HP structural analysis, SD structures were also scrutinized as represented in Table 6 and Figure 6. 
Here also the boldface values are the ones which have shown a significant change in their percentage, as compared to their average 
figures. We observed that leucine is eminently available in all SD structures and is orderly followed by lysine, phenylalanine, 
alanine, glutamine, glycine, glutamic acid or serine, aspartic acid, arginine, asparagine, methionine, proline or threonine, valine, 
tryptophan, histidine, isoleucine, tyrosine and lastly followed by cysteine.

Percentage of Sub-domain encoded amino acid residues

Quite intriguingly, cysteine is not available in any of the SD structure, be it a natural protein (1VIIA) or any of the other employed 
synthetic constructs. Furthermore, certain amino acids viz. isoleucine, histidine, lysine, asparagine, aspartic acid, glutamine, 
tyrosine, methionine, phenylalanine and arginine are plausibly evolutionarily selected for variations, as their availability percentage 
has been found to be significantly variant across all the selected SD structures. Moreover, two amino acids glutamic acid and serine 
are not showing variant percentages across the SD structures, and are thus very important for the SD conformation. Same as HP, 
here also the amino acid percentages are mostly repeated in a similar fashion across different structures.

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu
SD 

amino 
acid%

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85708.5715.7142.8572.85711.42802.8575.7145.7145.714011.42811.4281UNCA

02.77711.11111.1112.7772.7772.77711.115.5552.777011.11102.7772.7772.7775.5555.5555.55511.1111UNDA

02.7775.55511.1115.5552.77705.5555.5555.5555.55513.888002.7772.7775.5552.7778.33313.8881VIIA

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85711.4282.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57117.1421WY3A

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85711.4282.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57117.1421WY4A

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2851YRFA

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2851YRIA

017.1425.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7145.7140002.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2852JM0A

02.7772.77711.1115.5552.77705.5555.5555.5555.55513.888002.7772.7775.5552.7778.33316.6662PPZA

02.9415.8828.8232.9412.94105.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.9418.82314.7053TJWA

02.8575.71411.4282.8572.85705.7145.7145.7142.85714.2852.85702.8572.8575.7142.8578.57114.2853TRVA

02.9415.8828.8232.941005.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.94111.76414.7053TRWA

02.9415.8828.8232.9412.94105.8825.8825.8822.94114.7052.94102.9412.9415.8822.9418.82314.7053TRYA

03.9575.93010.7543.2852.6310.2136.3635.7165.2823.29112.311.7770.4333.0783.0785.7162.8528.80714.510AVG

010076.92310010076.923100100010010010010010076.92376.923015.38484.61576.923aa% 
change

Table 6: Percentage of amino acid residues for Sub-domain.

Figure 6: (a) Graph for the average occurrence of amino acid residues in the SD structures (b) Percentage variation in occurrence of amino acid 
residues in SD structures.

To cluster the amino acid percentage data, as per the native source organism, we constructed Table 2 which represents that the 
frequency of a specific amino acid follows an almost similar prototype for a particular source organism. Here we observed that 
isoleucine is not present in any of the selected non-synthetic or natural proteins with the source organism Gallus gallus, although 
for Homo sapiens it is present in all the selected structures. Besides this, serine is found in all selected Gallus gallus structures while 
only in three out of five Homo sapiens proteins. Similarly tyrosine is available in all the Homo sapiens structures, though for Gallus 
gallus it is found only in three out of thirteen proteins. Likewise, except one Gallus gallus structure, tryptophan is present in all the 
natural Homo sapiens as well as Gallus gallus proteins. Cysteine is also found to be present only in two Homo sapiens structures, 
although histidine is found restricted to only a few Gallus gallus and Homo sapiens structures.

Amino acid percentage distribution according to the source organism
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After scrutinizing the naturally available structures, a similar brain-storming analysis was performed for the selected synthetic 
proteins. Here also, isoleucine follows exactly the same trend, i.e. it is unavailable in all the synthetic constructs for the source 
organism Gallus gallus. Similarly cysteine is unavailable in all the synthetic constructs. Moreover, asparagine, lysine and tryptophan 
are found in all but one synthetic constructs. Conversely, tyrosine is available only in one synthetic construct. This analysis simply 
shows that the percentage of amino acids is mostly kept unaltered across synthetically constructed structures also, or in other 
words, the defined functional attributes are well pertained to the availability and localization of specific amino acids across these 
structures.

To compare our computed average amino acid percentage figures in our considered structural dataset against the average residue 
percentage naturally encoded in protein structures, we considered several research works employing a wide array of proteins, 
ranging from only 118 to 0.55 million (Table 7). Here, AVG-118, AVG-1150 and AVG_0.55_million respectively represents an 
average amino acid percentage of 118 proteins from different Super-families [25], around 1150 proteins [26] and 5, 49, 616 proteins 
[27]. Here we have enlisted our computed average amino acid statistics for HP and SD structures as AVG-HP and AVG-SD. For 
most of the amino acids, we observed an almost equivalent average percentage data among the Doolittle and Carugo referred 
articles [26,27]. This variation is comparatively higher for Cornish figures [25]. While Cornish and Bowden considered only 118 
proteins for the calculation of naturally available amino acid percentages [25], Doolittle increased the sample size to 1150 proteins 
thereby making the resultant data more reliable. Carugo’s work in this regard sounds even more trustworthy, as it considered 549, 
616 proteins to compute the amino acid percentages naturally encoded among diverse proteins.

Amino acid percentage generally available in Proteins

Comparing our observed statistics for HP and SD structures with the aforementioned reference data, we found a substantial 
variation among residue percentages. This observed difference among the average amino acid percentage of AVG_0.55_million 
and AVG-HP data is shown as “Substantially Variant for HP” and the similar variation for SD is represented as “Substantially 
Variant for SD”. This observation could be easily explained from the incredibly different data size of proteins considered for both 
these research works. Secondly, the AVG_0.55_million data encompasses an extremely large set of proteins, including both related 
and unrelated structures, and our minimal sample size solely comprises of structurally and functionally related proteins.

Although the AVG-HP, AVG_0.55_million amino acid percentage variation is lesser than that of AVG-SD, AVG_0.55_million 
dataset, the AVG-HP data is significantly different against the AVG_0.55_million information. This is quite predictable also as the 
structures considered for calculating AVG-HP specifically belong to only villin HP and it becomes fairly obvious to perceive the 
considerable similarity among the HP proteins. Moreover, according to the research work of Cornish-Bowden “Natural peptides 
and small proteins in general have amino acid compositions that diverge much more from the average composition of all proteins”   
[25]. Due to the existing length of our considered SD and HP structures, this Cornish-Bowden statement is valid for our data also, 
as lucidly enlisted in Table 7.

(Carugo O., 
2008)

(Doolittle, 
R.F., 1989 )

(Cornish-
Bowden, A., 

1983)
Our Work

Substantially 
Variant for 

SD

Substantially 
Variant for 

HP

AVG_0.55_
millionAVG-1150AVG-118AVG-SDAVG-HP

4.81084.32869.79.17.9214.510881514.02865939Leu

0.8070.395187.88.458.8070099837.60487874Ala

3.39780.62646.256.66.812.8521152055.623600306Val

1.40862.68317.1256.86.655.7164404224.441886001Ser

2.1720.34835.255.95.723.0780004314.901701582Thr

1.7221.98334.85.24.533.0780004316.783321518Pro

5.64155.41716.0755.34.630.4334554330.65788547Ile

0.572371.38722.352.32.171.7776341310.962803062His

6.619184.07075.75.96.9312.319184089.770714296Lys

1.98911.30253.9754.39.723.2916756455.277579545Asn

0.732982.44134.555.39.725.2829849896.991353589Asp

0.058562.08665.7756.310.625.7164404227.861687356Glu

2.563571.09433.84.210.626.3635710692.705634692Gln

2.686331.49232.93.23.320.2136752141.407682706Tyr

1.231970.06861.41.41.312.6319758671.468629544Trp

0.185571.01783.12.31.843.2855706392.082154695Met

6.304142.60714.453.93.6910.754147817.057149472Phe

0.369881.30346.37.27.355.9301156364.996555051Gly

2.632721.32446.5255.15.863.957121315.200530358Arg

1.91.72441.91.92.4500.175592625Cys

Table 7: Comparison of the amino acid percentage present in our selected proteins with general amino 
acid percentage found in diverse sets of naturally occurring proteins.
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Subsequent to this sequence analysis of all the selected structures, we computed their structural similarity through TM_Score 
and GDT residue percentage calculation [28]. As enlisted in Table 8 and for every single structural comparison, here we found a 
remarkably similar structural topology of the selected proteins in terms of TM_Score. It was also observed that the GDT residue 
percentage was quite high, which implies a reliable structural similarity of the selected structures. Comparing 1UJSA- 1QZPA and 
2K6NA-2K6MS Homo sapiens structures, we found that the former pair showed a TM_Score of 0.61148 in comparison to the latter 
score of 0.90301 and those protein pairs showed a GDT residue count of 87.17949 and 98.50746 respectively. Hence, we observed 
that the TM_Score and GDT residue percentage figures individually changed drastically even within the same organism.

TM_Score and GDT residue percentage for headpiece

Quite interestingly after considering all such protein pairs, we observed that the TM_Score showed a drastic difference in two 
protein structures even when their GDT residue percentage score was pretty high, being greater than 90% in almost all the cases. 
Moreover, even when such percentage count of GDT residues was substantially lower, the TM_Score figure followed almost a 
similar trend. As TM_Score calculation emphasized on the distance deviation in the equivalent residues of the compared protein 
structures, it nullified their global structural similarity even when they shared a higher count of structurally similar and conserved 
residues within an allowed distance deviation. Such global structural similarity of proteins can be astutely attributed to the 
evolutionarily unaltered characteristic core and functional domains.

3MYEX 3MYCA 3MYAA  2RJYA  2RJXA 2RJWA  2RJVA 2K6NA 2K6MS 1ZV6A 1YU8X 1YU7X 1YU5X  1UJSA 1QZPA 1QQVA  3NKJA  TM_
Score 

1.00000 3NKJA 

1.000000.72342 1QQVA 

1.000000.697530.70903 1QZPA 

1.000000.611480.620270.60407 1UJSA 

1.000000.773490.731550.739890.91444 1YU5X 

1.000000.988610.789790.747290.742410.95383 1YU7X 

1.000000.990970.994490.784610.742660.740040.95058 1YU8X 

1.000000.733700.740110.758200.797710.733230.792610.73974 1ZV6A 

1.000000.699000.661080.669240.677200.691540.690620.652520.65319 2K6MS 

1.000000.903010.693570.648600.656150.672130.686420.683200.660490.63758 2K6NA 

1.000000.656950.661720.743420.941790.941640.956970.752470.718790.715060.89670 2RJVA 

1.000000.913230.667940.674050.787350.889480.895410.911030.768490.749170.740800.87204 2RJWA 

1.000000.950170.887000.661110.668430.773520.886950.894490.896040.766970.744930.739420.87235 2RJXA 

1.000000.929270.930800.982120.672750.686200.774900.996910.990030.998500.789230.746420.743960.95413 2RJYA 

1.000000.893450.949540.992180.910750.677010.678630.793370.890060.897130.911730.773790.745780.753340.87088 3MYAA 

1.000000.938780.986440.932980.937920.995340.665470.677880.767250.988680.987080.982440.779140.743050.742740.94219 3MYCA 

1.000000.899720.879570.906490.887810.884300.893050.633220.655970.741790.905230.906250.905250.767220.716200.744340.93842 3MYEX 

3MYEX 3MYCA 3MYAA  2RJYA 2RJXA 2RJWA  2RJVA 2K6NA 2K6MS 1ZV6A 1YU8X 1YU7X 1YU5X  1UJSA 1QZPA 1QQVA  3NKJA  GDT 
Res% 

100.00000 3NKJA 

100.0000097.70992 1QQVA 

100.0000097.7777896.96970 1QZPA 

100.0000087.1794983.8709782.89474 1UJSA 

100.0000081.2903297.77778100.0000097.70992 1YU5X 

100.0000097.7099280.2631696.9697097.70992100.00000 1YU7X 

100.00000100.0000097.7099280.2631696.9697097.70992100.00000 1YU8X 

100.0000095.4545595.4545596.2963085.8974497.0588296.2963096.96970 1ZV6A 

100.0000093.3333393.1297793.1297794.0298581.2903293.3333391.0447893.12977 2K6MS 

100.0000098.5074693.3333393.1297793.1297795.5223981.2903293.3333395.5223993.12977 2K6NA 

100.0000095.5223995.5223996.2963097.7099297.70992100.0000081.2903297.7777898.5074697.70992 2RJVA 

100.00000100.0000095.5223994.0298596.2963097.7099297.7099298.5074681.2903297.7777897.0149397.70992 2RJWA 

100.0000097.0149397.0149391.0447892.5373194.8148197.7099297.7099297.0149378.7096897.7777895.5223997.70992 2RJXA 

100.0000097.7099297.7099297.7099293.1297793.1297795.45455100.00000100.0000097.7099280.2631696.9697097.70992100.00000 2RJYA 

100.0000097.7099298.50746100.00000100.0000095.5223994.0298596.2963097.7099297.7099298.5074681.2903297.7777897.0149397.709923MYAA 

100.0000097.70992100.0000097.7099297.7099297.7099293.1297793.1297795.45455100.00000100.0000097.7099280.2631696.9697097.70992100.000003MYCA 

100.0000096.8750096.1832196.8750096.1832196.1832194.6564991.6030591.6030593.9393996.8750096.8750096.1832180.2631693.9393996.1832198.437503MYEX 

Table 8: TM_Score and GDT residue percentage for Headpiece.
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In a similar way as mentioned above, SD structures were also scrutinized for mutual structural similarity (Table 9). Amongst all the 
selected SD structures (listed in Table 2), 1VIIA was the only naturally available conformation. Here we observed several TM_score 
values lesser than 0.5. This implies a high structural dissimilarity and so this workout seems to be a futile structural similarity 
analysis. Now logically emphasizing, we know that synthetic constructs are developed by altering certain amino acids for studying 
some specific properties including nucleation and folding kinetics of the considered protein. The GDT residue percentage and 
TM_Score analysis, as done on HP, is an insignificant and unreliable parameter to structurally study the synthetic construct in 
reference to the natural proteins. It is because the synthetic constructs encode specific residue alteration(s), which are not ascribed 
to the natural phenomenon of evolution.

Results for TM_Score and GDT residue percentage for Sub-domain

But still comparing these artificial SD structures against the natural 1VIIA, we observed a non-linear difference among GDT 
residue percentage and TM_Score measures in contrast to the similar amino acid percentage encoded in these proteins. Therefore, 
it became fairly reasonable to skip them for further analysis. But, we had already employed all the selected SD sequences, mutually 
sharing similar amino acid percentage along with the HP sequences also following such a trend, for a phylogenetic tree including 
all the HP and SD structures (as shown in Figure 4). Thus hereafter eliminating the SD files from our consideration, Figure 4 would 
also become unrealistic for the structural comparison of proteins in our workout. Leaving this very plausible although strange 
result aside, it is indeed an incredible work that researchers have developed specifically variant conformations, which retain the 
conserved backbone topology and are encoded for variant functional attributes.

3TRYA3TRWA3TRVA3TJWA2PPZA2JM0A1YRIA1YRFA1WY4A1WY3A1VIIA1UNDA1UNCATM_
Score

1.000001UNCA

1.000000.587821UNDA

1.000000.537360.484801VIIA

1.000000.655910.721890.524421WY3A

1.000000.903030.642160.697070.532261WY4A

1.000000.912580.896120.679240.705100.571791YRFA

1.000000.797780.761470.724980.595000.649480.571481YRIA

1.000000.841250.811020.698990.679430.586160.565350.558772JM0A

1.000000.417240.461470.502080.537750.553150.389940.494090.487632PPZA

1.000000.308630.309960.322320.317100.347590.331890.270430.275790.310673TJWA

1.000000.305020.546480.583860.709450.726240.774030.770470.543210.629120.496793TRVA

1.000000.815820.337100.548750.704930.856700.941840.954760.957860.664340.729390.545343TRWA

1.000000.347940.298460.955570.290860.289150.305280.290670.351130.322140.305130.289610.307213TRYA

3TRYA3TRWA3TRVA3TJWA2PPZA2JM0A1YRIA1YRFA1WY4A1WY3A1VIIA1UNDA1UNCAGDT 
Res%

100.000001UNCA

100.0000095.77471UNDA

100.000088.888991.66671VIIA

100.000098.591690.140994.28571WY3A

100.0000100.000098.591690.140994.28571WY4A

100.0000100.0000100.000098.591690.140997.14291YRFA

100.0000100.0000100.0000100.000098.591692.957897.14291YRIA

100.0000100.0000100.000097.1429100.000098.591692.957897.14292JM0A

100.000092.957892.957895.774792.957884.507086.111191.666792.95782PPZA

100.000071.428675.362378.260978.260981.159478.260968.571480.000072.46383TJWA

100.000084.058087.3239100.0000100.0000100.0000100.0000100.000092.957890.140994.28573TRVA

100.000098.550785.294191.428698.550798.550798.550798.550798.550797.142991.428698.55073TRWA

100.000082.352981.159497.058871.428672.463875.362375.362384.058078.260971.428671.428672.46383TRYA

Table 9: TM_Score and GDT residue percentage for Sub-domain.
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Through mutual structural comparison analysis as per Table 8 information, we screened the highest as well as the lowest TM_
Score match, respectively signified as Highest_TM and Lowest_TM in Table 10, to select the most and the least structurally 
similar structure available for a particular HP protein. The Table 10 also enlists the GDT residue percentage (GDT Res %) and the 
phylogenic distance (PHYLO_DIST), both harnessed from Table 8 and Table 1 respectively. We also evaluated Table 5 to screen the 
residue percentages altered by more than 0.2 against the Highest_TM and Lowest_TM structural matches for a particular protein 
and represented them as Letter Y (i.e. Yes). The Table 10 also enlists an average percentage alternation of a particular residue as 
“Percent Change”. It further shows that the amino acids alanine, tyrosine and phenylalanine are the most frequently changed or 
evolutionarily altered amino acids (79.4%) and similarly the amino acids glycine, arginine, aspartate, leucine, serine, asparagine, 
valine, threonine, methionine and glutamine are also found to be significantly altered. We also observed that an evolutionary 
alteration percentage for histidine and glutamate residues is exactly 50% (Count of Y in the respective column) and such evolutionary 
variation fraction is even lower for proline, lysine, cysteine and tryptophan.

Overall change in amino acid residues and TM_Score

Here, we saw a particular trend that all such significant and comparatively lesser noteworthy evolutionary altered percentages 
of certain specific residues equally include several hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids. In this regard, for the fact that 
hydrophobic amino acids are usually present in the protein core to maintain the overall functional conformation, it is often 
presumed that such residues are rarely altered evolutionarily. However here we could examine that some of the hydrophobic residue 
percentages have changed quite significantly parallel to that of hydrophilic residues. We observed that 3NKJA-2RJYA structural 
comparison showed a GDT residue, TM_Score similarity of 100% and 0.95413 respectively, despite having a non-zero phylogenetic 
distance (PHYLO_DIST) of 0.0197. This can be fairly attributed to alteration of a few specific amino acids, as represented by 
leucine and glycine (Shown as Y in Table 10). 

Similarly we observed that 1YU7X-1YU8X distance was lesser than 1YU8X-2RJYA distance which clearly implies that the former 
pair TM_Score is higher than the latter one, although in our analysis it gave quite contrary results. Comparing the count of altered 
amino acids for both these pairs, it was found higher for 1YU7X-1YU8X than 1YU8X- 2RJYA (4/17=23.529% and 2/17=11.767% 
respectively) and it thus implies that former pair should have a comparatively lower TM_Score, being 0.99097 and 0.99691 for the 
former and latter pairs respectively. This data was completely synchronous with our observation, as enlisted in Table 10. It further 
implies that the former pair with higher amino acid percentage alteration should show a higher phylogenetic distance while to 
our surprise; it was exactly the other way round. This indirectly means that phylogenetic distance as such is an incomplete term to 
compare the similarity of two proteins, as its sequence based analysis may prove to be wrong.
As per Table 10, we observe that 3NKJA-2RJYA phylogenetic distance is more than 1YU8X-2RJYA and exactly the same correlation 
was found through their TM_Score comparison, being 0.95413 and 0.99691 respectively for both these pairs. Further adding to it, 
2RJXA-2RJWA and 3MYAA-2RJWA protein pairs showed a quite converse relationship. Here in these compared protein pairs, two 
amino acids tyrosine and histidine show significant evolutionary alteration for 2RJXA-2RJWA pair and such variant residues for 
3MYAA-2RJWA pair are tyrosine and phenylalanine. As tyrosine is common among both these considered pairs, their TM_Score 
difference can be mainly and respectively attributed to the change in the availability percentage of histidine and phenylalanine 
residues and hence it further implies that the chemical nature of variant amino acid as well as its specific functional locus in a 
protein is extremely important.
Here in this entire analysis, we simply observe that the TM_Score is comparatively lower among the sequences extracted from 
different source organisms and it shows that the protein structures are relatively more conserved within the species, as earlier 
shown by Doolittle. In this phylogenetic distance data (Table 10) the GDT residue percentage and TM_Score figures are pretty 
high for the structures with zero phylogenetic distance, as expected. Comparing 2K6MS-2K6NS, we do not see any change in 
their encoded percentages of amino acids, although we still find that their GDT residue percentage is not equal to 100 while their 
TM_Score is also not equivalent to 1.

This observation could be reasonably attributed to interaction of such structures with different or same ligands in varying 
microenvironment available in same/different source organisms, or it might also be the result of minor sequence/structural 
shifts for certain specific residues, or the evolutionary extension/shortening of protein sequences despite retaining the earlier 
percentages of all the encoded amino acids. Furthermore we observe that the Lowest_TM Score match is still more than 0.5 even 
when their PHYLO_DIST distance is reasonably good and it highlights the structural conservation of protein structures. In Table 
10, we logically observe that several residue percentages are significantly altered for the protein pairs with a low TM_Score. Quite 
intriguingly, the pairs including 3MYCA-2RJVA with variant residue percentages also show minimal phylogenetic distance and a 
considerable TM_Score.

We observe that functional protein copies of different organisms, with almost similar overall topology, show a widely ranged 
amino acid percentage variation. To avoid the complication in study, we have not considered the evolutionary alterations at the 
level of DNA which could have resulted in silent mutations without altering the encoded amino acid at that specific position. Thus 
evolutionary alterations only varying the encoded native amino acid are considered significant here.

Discussion
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EVOLUTIONARILY ALTERED A M I N O  A C I D SPHYLO
_DIST

GDT 
Res%

TM_
Score

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu

                    3NKJA3NKJA3NKJA

YY0.01971000.954132RJYAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.749382.894740.604071UJSALowest_TM

                    1QQVA1QQVA1QQVA

YYYYYYYYYYYY0.8643796.296300.792611ZV6AHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.76983.870970.620271UJSALowest_TM

                    1QZPA1QZPA1QZPA

YYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8418897.777780.749172RJWAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.074887.179490.611481UJSALowest_TM

                    1UJSA1UJSA1UJSA

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.0953785.897440.797711ZV6AHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.749382.894740.604073NKJALowest_TM

                    1YU5X1YU5X1YU5X

YYYYYYYYYYYYYY097.709920.998502RJYAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471295.522390.672132K6NALowest_TM

                    1YU7X1YU7X1YU7X

YYYY0.000381000.990971YU8XHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8280293.129770.656152K6NALowest_TM

                    1YU8X1YU8X1YU8X

YY0.019481000.996912RJYAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8272893.129770.64862K6NALowest_TM

                    1ZV6A1ZV6A1ZV6A

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.0953785.897440.797711UJSAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.0172593.333330.693572K6NALowest_TM

                    2K6MS2K6MS2K6MS

098.507460.903012K6NAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471291.044780.652521QQVALowest_TM

                    2K6NA2K6NA2K6NA

098.507460.903012K6MSHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471291.603050.633223MYEXLowest_TM

                    2RJVA2RJVA2RJVA

YYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.0192497.709920.995343MYCAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.845295.522390.656952K6NALowest_TM

                    2RJWA2RJWA2RJWA

YY0.019241000.992183MYAAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.845295.522390.667942K6NALowest_TM

                    2RJXA2RJXA2RJXA

YY0.0019297.014930.950172RJWAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471291.044780.661112K6NALowest_TM

                    2RJYA2RJYA2RJYA

YYYYYYYYYYYYY097.709920.99851YU5XHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471293.129770.672752K6NALowest_TM

                    3MYAA3MYAA3MYAA

YY0.019241000.992182RJWAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8259695.522390.677012K6NALowest_TM

                    3MYCA3MYCA3MYCA

YYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.0192497.709920.995342RJVAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8259693.129770.665472K6NALowest_TM

3MYEX3MYEX3MYEX

0.019798.437500.938423NKJAHighest_TM

YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY0.8471291.603050.633222K6NALowest_TM

CysArgGlyPheMetTrpTyrGlnGluAspAsnLysHisIleProThrSerValAlaLeu

38.2476.4776.47179.4161.7629.4179.4158.825073.52970.58847.065061.7647.0667.6570.667.6579.470.59Percent 
Change

Table 10: Overall change in TM_Score and amino acid residues.
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Considering two proteins lying far apart in the phylogenetic tree, we normally assume them being significantly different, both in 
terms of sequence and structural similarity. And we have proven this scientific myth to be wrong here after showing several such 
instances where the phylogenetically distant proteins show TM_Score more than 0.5 and a significant structural similarity. Quite 
interestingly, the phylogenetic distance among the proteins belonging to the same species is found to be lesser than that of inter-
species protein comparisons. Similarly, an amino acid frequency is found to be similar within the proteins belonging to the same 
species.

Regarding our predictions about the phylogenetic trees and their further respective analytical observation, we find that it is 
totally inefficient to extract the correct level of similarity among protein sequences. Simply relying on the sequence information 
based phylogenetic tree, we should not categorize proteins to be evolutionarily linked or divergent. Hence when the structural 
information exists or can be predicted for protein sequences, we should not restrict ourselves to the sequence based phylogenetic 
analysis. It is because phylogenetically distant proteins need not be structurally dissimilar also, as shown by our villin HP structural 
comparison study.

Intra-species structural comparison analysis for the villin HP proteins show that protein conformation is extensively conserved 
and the observed marginal structural shift is generally due to the altered amino acids or differential availability of certain specific 
ligand molecules in the immediate micro-environment. It is also well observed that sequences encoding the comprehensively 
altered amino acid percentages normally show a low structural similarity in terms of TM_Score. As per our detailed analysis of the 
residue percentage comparison across functionally similar proteins of different source organisms, tryptophan is found to be the 
least altering and it thus advocates the vital role of tryptophan to maintain the structural topology of the villin HP. It also shows 
that tryptophan is not extensively altered evolutionarily to preserve the major structural topology. Similarly alanine, tyrosine 
and phenylalanine are found to be the mostly variant amino acids across the selected villin HP proteins. We normally argue that 
hydrophobic amino acids are mostly buried in the protein core and they do not show extensive evolutionary variations. However 
as per our observations the percentage change of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids stands almost similar. It is thus well 
realized through this study that the count and physicochemical nature of altered amino acids in a protein sequence proportionally 
imply the alteration in its conformation.

Hence we can say that, the amino acids with significantly altered percentages are the ones which are less important for the protein 
structure (including the original primary function) and are evolutionarily more preferably chosen than other amino acids. The 
evolutionarily unaltered amino acids should thus be the ones which are more conserved, being important for the functional 
stability and structure maintenance. So, it seems obvious that the amino acids which are evolutionarily altered in a protein are the 
ones which give an additional functional edge to the protein conformation to attain an increased functionality or the half-life in the 
exposed micro-environmental constraints. Hence we can state that the protein sequences normally alter to a great extent during 
evolution, but they can still retain their overall structural topology to maintain the native function.

Conclusion
Through the comprehensively analyzed data and contemplating the enlisted as well as implied information, we conclude that several 
residue substituting mutations can normally occur in protein sequences without altering their function and overall topology. 
Although this study was done on villin HP, it can be equally extrapolated to other proteins as well. Here it is well realized that the 
change in percentage of an amino acid can vary within a wide range across several similar functional copies available in same or 
different species, but the overall structure may still be unerringly similar retaining its native function. Furthermore, nature alters 
the functionally important amino acids to improve their specific role in the evolved conformation which is still almost similar to 
the native structure. Likewise nature alters structurally insignificant amino acids also to provide the altered functionality to the 
evolved conformation, possibly due to binding of some new ligands.

We also conclude that the phylogenetic tree single-handedly cannot extract the detailed similarity among the protein sequences. 
Hence, a better phylogenetic model predicting the structure of considered protein sequences is essentially needed to reliably 
find the significant evolutionary or functional relationship information among the considered protein sequences. Such structural 
comparison guided highly informative evolutionary tree would thus be far better than the routinely used sequence based 
phylogenetic trees.

Although the robustness of protein structures is well understood, we often assume that evolved sequences might have altered 
conformations. However precisely concluding, this study illustrates that the protein structures or their functional domains are not 
evolutionarily robust over every residue substitution. Or in other words, nature specifically tweaks certain amino acids in a protein 
domain for attaining its desired function in its constrained micro- environment. To predict this structural robustness simply 
from the protein sequence, we can specifically employ the characteristics of the altered residues along with the provided proximal 
sequence and structural context. Normally, we assume that a protein is evolutionarily susceptible for a few residues and they are 
responsible for the evolved functionalities of its conformation. However, all these susceptible residues do not evolve quite equally 
likely to any other different residue. We should thus predict the consequence of such an alteration so that the evolutionarily related
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information of every single protein residue can be correctly mapped to make us competent enough to reliably select even the 
distantly related templates for correctly modelling a protein sequence. Although this information is worked out in HMM profile 
based template search algorithms, they fail to extrapolate it to every single target residue and they do not efficiently employ the 
evolutionarily related, functionally significant information of a residue along with the other residues that are within a predefined 
residue boundary cutoff. It is because all such proximal residues within a defined structural boundary cutoff are responsible for the 
functionally positive evolutionary alteration of a single one. Hence, if we properly track the evolutionarily nature and structural 
implication of the altered residues, we can reliably link the distant relationship of a protein to its related orthologous that are 
conventionally not considered.

Further concluding, the application of this study is its exquisite importance for protein structure prediction methodologies 
which search homologous as well as reliable templates for modelling a protein sequence. As per this study, a phylogenetically 
distant sequence may still share a similar structure and we should try finding such structurally solved conformations available for 
modelling a target sequence. During the routinely employed template search methodology, by plausibly improving the substitution 
scores for the computed same-column template profile residues retaining a good reliable TM_Score in their structural comparison, 
along with a maximal reliable span of the considered target sequence with minimal count of such selected templates, we might 
reach closer to our ultimate goal to quickly as well as efficiently search evolutionarily distant and reliable hits for modelling an 
improved near- native conformation of a target sequence.
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